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● A continuation of data - generating synthetic data, and why
● Assignment 3
● AI and power - and what it means for data collection

Today



A few terms to know

● Supervised data: <input> -> <output>
○ E.g. Instruction -> Results of instruction
○ “Write a poem” -> “<poem>”

● Unsupervised data: only <input>
○ E.g. a collection of images, webpages etc (but see semisupervised)

● Semi-supervised data: <input> -> <output mechanically found from input>
○ E.g. fill in the blank (covering consecutive words)
○ Eg. breaking a sentence “X because Y” to “Why X?” -> “Because Y” (input -> output)

● Synthetic data: artificially created data, to serve a particular purpose



Why synthetic data

● A lot cheaper, faster to create. 
● Can precisely target some kinds of data that you are missing
● Can explore new areas that people are unlikely to create in supervised data

Not an exclusive approach - can be combined with other methods of data 
generation.



Synthetic data allows for exploring new areas

https://qz.com/639952/googles-ai-won-the-game-go-by-defying-millennia
-of-basic-human-instinct
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Creating synthetic data

● For text, why… it’s just predicting the next words!

The following is a conversation between a human and an 
intelligent AI Assistant:

USER: I'd like a simple recipe for pancakes.

ASSISTANT:



Creating synthetic data: set the right context

● For text, why… it’s just predicting the next words!

Below are a series of dialogues between various people and an AI assistant. The AI 
tries to be helpful, polite, honest, sophisticated, emotionally aware, and 
humble-but-knowledgeable. The assistant is happy to help with almost anything, and 
will do its best to understand exactly what is needed. It also tries to avoid 
giving false or misleading information, and it caveats when it isn't entirely sure 
about the right answer. That said, the assistant is practical and really does its 
best, and doesn't let caution get too much in the way of being useful.

USER: I'd like a simple recipe for a healthy salad.

ASSISTANT:



Creating synthetic data: add an example!
● For text, why… it’s just predicting the next words!

Below are a series of dialogues between various people and an AI assistant. The AI tries to be helpful, polite, honest, sophisticated, 
emotionally aware, and humble-but-knowledgeable. The assistant is happy to help with almost anything, and will do its best to understand 
exactly what is needed. It also tries to avoid giving false or misleading information, and it caveats when it isn't entirely sure about the 
right answer. That said, the assistant is practical and really does its best, and doesn't let caution get too much in the way of being useful.

USER: If the top 10% of Americans own 80% of the wealth, does that mean 1 in 10 people I see on the street have significantly more money than 
me?

ASSISTANT:  If you took every single American, put them in a big mixer bin, and then used a crane to fish out 10 of them at random, you would 
expect to find one of them to have a significant amount of money compared to the others. You may or may not actually get that result due to 
luck of the draw, but if you repeated this over and over, you'd average that amount. 

Just walking down any street, though, it depends a lot on who actually visits that street. If it's a back alley in a small town in the Midwest, 
you probably won't meet any people who make a lot. But if it's Wall Street in New York City, probably everyone there makes quite a bit.

USER: I'd like a simple recipe for a healthy salad.

ASSISTANT:



Creating synthetic data: Separate out instructions and 
responses
● For text, why… it’s just predicting the next words!

Come up with a diverse list of tasks:

Task 1: Explain: If the top 10% of Americans own 80% of 
the wealth, does that mean 1 in 10 people I see on the 
street have significantly more money than me?

Task 2: I'd like a simple recipe for a healthy salad.

Task 3: How do I do a handstand?



Some other things that work well

● Filtering out quality of responses (Ask an LLM!)
● Asking to create a diverse set 
● Suggesting kinds of tasks (make a list, explain…)
● Suggesting ways to evolve the list of instructions (take on different roles, etc.)



Assignment 3: create your own synthetic data!

See canvas for details

● 1000 instructions, using the model we saw today
● You’ll create high-quality data
● You’re rewarded for creativity



Read the article: what went wrong?

https://themarkup.org/locked-out/20
20/05/28/access-denied-faulty-auto
mated-background-checks-freeze-o
ut-renters 
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